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2 Down & 1 Across................................................................. Kenny Garrett

There Will Never Be Another You.............................................Harry Warren and Mack Gordon

You Say You Care.....................................................................Joseph Fields and Anita Loos

John Coltrane transcription by Logan T. Beaver

Dix Hills, Huntington...............................................................Logan T. Beaver

Moonlight In Vermont.........................................................Karl Suessdorf and John Blackburn, arr. Logan T. Beaver

Black Sea By Night...............................................................Logan T. Beaver

Somewhere Over The Rainbow...............................................Harold Arlen, arr. Logan T. Beaver

(The) Foxy 1-2-3-4.................................................................Logan T. Beaver

This senior recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Music degree in Jazz Studies. Logan T. Beaver is a student of J.C. Kuhl and Skip Galles.